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Resources? 
WordWithoutWalls.com 
Written archives, write in a question to be answered, and  
Podcasts, e.g. 

 
 

 

 



Publications to Support Ministry  
Michael Eschelbach, Ph.D, parish pastor, Concordia University professor 

AFRAID? 

 

“Apocalypse How?” provides a means for understanding the Revelation to St. John by 
way of translation. This manuscript approaches the text in four columns; the Greek text 
(for reference), the author’s translation of the Greek to present the text as an original 
reader would have seen it, the author’s translation of the text as the original reader 
would have understood it, and notes that explain the change from “as seen” to “as 
understood.” This text is not a commentary; rather it seeks to reduce the need for 
commentaries.  

BEWILDERED? 

 

“Answers to Questions about New Testament Texts.” This manuscript contains the 
author’s answers to questions collected from university students of his New Testament 
classes during 12 semesters of teaching. The text is arranged by book, chapter, and 
verse. This book is filled with a multitude of questions from simple to complex, from 
ordinary to profound. Unlike commentaries, this text confines itself to the biblical texts 
that inevitably generate questions that need answers. Biblical references and cross 
references are abundant. 

CONFLICTED? 

 

This book is the product of more than thirty years of pre and post marriage counseling. It 
uses the Small Catechism as an outline for addressing the many and various aspects of 
relationships with biblical texts. It includes preliminary materials that seek to insure 
productive counseling for those considering marriage or those already married.  
There is a Workbook companion to help couples focus and reflect on this study. 
The format and material of this book lends itself to individual study, youth groups, high 
school and college classrooms, and adult Bible studies. 

DOUBTFUL? 

 

This book is a series of email correspondences. Distressed individuals wrote Dr. Eschelbach 
and he responded.  The individuals writing for help are four very different people—different 
ages, education, background, circumstances.  Yet they all are hurting and struggling with big 
questions in life—issues such as free will, doubts of salvation, the truth of the Bible, finding 
peace.  They all seek help by writing to a pastor and university professor named David, who, 
like the Psalmist, understands the full grace and forgiveness found in Christ.  Through this 
collection of letters—real, actual email communications (edited for clarity and anonymity)—
David helps each questioner wrestle with issues and find scriptural-based solutions and 
comfort.  The writing is real, straight-forward, and addresses issues that both Christians and 
non-Christians constantly battle every day. 
 

 


